Wondering While Weaving | 7/24/19 | Hideo Mabuchi
This little story begins with me wondering (while weaving) whether it should be possible, given eight
shafts, to modify a four-shaft overshot threading to support both the original pattern and an alternative
treadling of something like a lace or Ms+Os, to provide filler cloth between overshot sections. The first
thought that came to mind was that it should be possible to combine any two four-shaft patterns on a
sixteen shaft loom. If, for any given warp end, we call the shaft assignment from the first pattern
m=1..4 and from the second pattern n=1..4, we can actually thread it through shaft 4*(m-1)+n.
Then in the tie-up, a treadle that is supposed to lift x in the first pattern should lift all four shafts 4*(x1)+1 through 4*(x-1)+4. A treadle that is supposed to lift y in the second pattern should lift all four
shafts {y,4+y,8+y,12+y}. For me, this scheme (whether or not we might consider it obvious) came
directly from the idea of concatenating codes, in basic information theory. If the first pattern requires X
treadles and the second requires Y, the combined tie-up requires at most X+Y treadles.
But what can we say beyond this? Under what sorts of “compatibility” conditions should it be possible
to combine two four-shaft patterns within fewer than sixteen shafts? In particular, what can we do with
eight shafts?
Pondering these sorts of questions led me on a long detour through thinking about the threading
structure of Ms+Os drafts, how they relate to binary codes, and how notions of concatenation of codes
translate into the weaving context and my quest to combine drafts parsimoniously. I’m not sure any of
that is really of general interest (the concatenated code business turns out to be a red herring for the
draft combination problem), but it eventually led me to answer my original question and I think the
trajectory of what I thought about, and all the examples I worked through, illustrate something essential
about what it is to be a physical scientist working in traditional craft.
This blog post presents a review of my weaving-coding digression and the analysis it led to, of the
problem of combining weaving patterns on a minimal number of shafts. I am trying to think of it (this
blog post) as a novel kind of “work” in art-science. I do not present it as a technical paper, nor do I
purport that any of the weaving drafts the analysis has (yet) generated should be considered striking or
beautiful. I have rather just sought to record something about the experience of finding a question in
craft practice, addressing it using mental habits of theoretical scientific research, and then returning to
ponder the results of the analysis back in the original craft context.

Conventional two-block Ms+Os

Let’s start by trying to rationalize the conventional pattern for two block Ms+Os on four shafts, by
thinking about the different things we want each end to do. Let’s refer to the two threading blocks as
B1 and B2. There are two binary properties for each end in the threading: whether it should be up or
down when treadling for T1R2 (B1 tabby, B2 rib), and whether it should be up or down when treadled
for R1T2 (B1 rib, B2 tabby). If we denote these as 0/1 and a/b respectively, then the standard two
blocks on four shafts can be written:
B1:0a|1a|0a|1a|0b|1b|0b|1b
B2:
0a|0b|0a|0b|1a|1b|1a|1b
Hence by lifting {0a,0b} and then {1a,1b} we produce a tabby on B1 and a rib weave on B2, and
by lifting {0a,1a} and then {0b,1b} we produce tabby on B2 and rib on B1. Since we use all four
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binary pairs {0a,0b,1a,1b} in the threading, this pattern requires four shafts. To simplify the
notation, we now set
0a→a, 0b→b, 1a→c, 1b→d,
B1→acacbdbd
B2→
ababcdcd
and summarize the draft using notation that we will use extensively in what follows:
acacbdbd
T1R2:10101010
01010101
R1T2:11110000
00001111

ababcdcd
11110000
00001111
10101010
01010101

{a,b}
{c,d}
{a,c}
{b,d}

The top line of the draft summary shows the threadings for the two pattern blocks, while the remaining
rows shows the tie-ups for all the required treadles (on the right) and resulting warp lifts (1 indicating
lifted, 0 not lifted). As we will see at the end of these notes, this type of grid of 1s and 0s is actually the
essential summary of a weaving draft (I call it the draft’s lift set).
It seems that with the above threading there is no way to treadle both blocks to be tabby, or both to be
rib. Analysis methods developed below can be used to show that there is no draft on four shafts that
can treadle all four block patterns (T1T2,T1R2,R1T2,R1R2). But what if we try two blocks on six
shafts?
Are there more systematic ways to approach this sort of draft design, generalizing this idea of expansion
in binary properties of ends?

Drafts as codes

I this section I explore the idea of viewing an Ms+Os draft as a coding scheme for an alphabet of two
symbols {T,R}. In the elementary version of this code, each symbol is represented by a binary string
of length four:
T:1010
R:0011
This reduced “unit cell” actually leads to rib weave blocks with weft float lengths of only two; a more
conventional Ms+Os draft with weft floats of length four can be obtained by a direct sum of this code
with itself:
T:1010 → T+T = 10101010
R:0011 → R+R = 00001111

The code implementation in cloth will have a structural constraint of no warp floats, meaning that each
code word will be entered redundantly in pairs of complementary adjacent picks:
T:1010
0101 (complement of T)
R:0011
1100 (complement of R)
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A threading with N (fully) independent blocks will be an assignment of shaft sequences to blocks, such
that treadling can be used to weave into the cloth an arbitrary word of length N over the alphabet
{T,R}. A fundamental question we ask at this point is, how many shafts S are required to realize a
threading with N independent blocks? A secondary question will be, if we have fewer shafts available
under what conditions can we still design a reduced threading with N blocks over the same alphabet,
but with fewer than 2N weave-able words?
We first note parenthetically that if a “primary” pick is thrown with treadle t, which lifts shafts s(t)
(the notation here is meant to suggest that s is a vector depending on the index t), then the treadle for
the subsequent “subordinate” pick must lift the complement of s(t) in S. In designing a threading, it
thus suffices to derive the primary treadles for all the codewords.
We begin to address our fundamental question by noting that the Hamming distance between T and R is
two:
abcd
T:1010 {a,c} / {b,d}
R:0011 {c,d} / {a,b}
To the right of each pick we have denoted s(t) and its complement: to weave T in this block the
primary treadle lifts shafts {a,c} (and the subordinate treadle lifts {b,d}); to weave R in this block
the primary lifts {c,d} (and the subordinate lifts {a,b}). The threading, for weft-float lengths of two
or four, reads:
B1:abcd
B1:ababcdcd
It would seem to follow that it requires four shafts to implement our first independent block. To add a
second independent block, however, note that we can do this:
abcdebcf
T1T2:10101010
T1R2:10100011
R1T2:00111010
R1R2:00110011

{a,c,e}
{a,c,f}
{c,d,e}
{c,d,f}

/
/
/
/

{b,d,f}
{b,d,e}
{a,b,f}
{a,b,e}

We can easily read the threading of the two blocks (again for float lengths two or four):
B1:abcd
B2:
ebcf
B1:ababcdcd
B2:
ebebcfcf
For three blocks the treadles follow from:
abcdebcfgbch
T1T2T3:101010101010
T1T2R3:101010100011
T1R2T3:101000111010
T1R2R3:101000110011

{a,c,e,g}
{a,c,e,h}
{a,c,f,g}
{a,c,f,h}

/
/
/
/

{b,d,f,h}
{b,d,f,g}
{b,d,e,h}
{a,b,e,g}
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R1T2T3:001110101010
R1T2R3:001110100011
R1R2T3:001100111010
R1R2R3:001100110011

{c,d,e,g}
{c,d,e,h}
{c,d,f,g}
{c,d,f,h}

/
/
/
/

{a,b,f,h}
{a,b,f,g}
{a,b,e,h}
{a,b,e,g}

The threading is likewise (for length-two or length-four weft floats):
B1:abcd
B2:
ebcf
B3:
gbch
B1:ababcdcd
B2:
ebebcfcf
B3:
gbgbchch
Of course there are various possible permutations of the assignments (equivalent drafts, as we will call
them below). We conclude by induction that a threading with N independent blocks requires S=2N+2
shafts. As a particular case, N=4 fully independent blocks should require S=10 shafts.
If we look at the conventional threading for two blocks on four shafts (as opposed to the minimum six
we derived for fully independent blocks):
B1:ababcdcd
B2:
acacbdbd
we see that there are problems in the tie-up that prevent us from coding T1T2 (b would need to be
both up and down) or R1R2 (same for c):
abcd
T1T2:?X??
T1R2:1010 {a,c} / {b,d}
R1T2:1100 {a,b} / {c,d}
R1R2:??X?
Hence the value (symbol) of B1 is actually determined by that of B2, and we see that this is just a kind
of redundant spreading of the N=1 code onto more ends (not unlike threading for longer weft floats).
Alternatively, we may look at this as a mapping of a subspace of the N=2 code.
abcdebcf
T1T2:10101010
T1R2:10100011
R1T2:00111010
R1R2:00110011

{a,c,e}
{a,c,f}
{c,d,e}
{c,d,f}

/
/
/
/

{b,d,f}
{b,d,e}
{a,b,f}
{a,b,e}

Because we are giving up on the code-words T1T2 and R1R2, we can remap the shafts as follows:
abcddbca
T1R2:10100011 {a,c} / {b,d}
R1T2:00111010 {c,d} / {a,b}
If we look at the conventional way of threading four Ms+Os blocks on eight shafts,
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B1:ababcdcd
B2:
acacbdbd
B3:
efefghgh
B4:
egegfhfh
we might guess on the basis of raw dimension counting that we have a subspace of an N=4 coding that
is equivalent to an N=3 code. However, the construction looks more like a direct sum of two copies of
the conventional N=1 code, which we might guess should only have four weave-able code-words. From
the threading we see that B1 and B2 must weave opposite symbols, and likewise for B3 and B4.
Looking at our treadle chart, the only code-words that survive are thus:
abcdefgh
T1R2T3R4:10101010
T1R2R3T4:10101100
R1T2T3R4:11001010
R1T2R3T4:11001100

{a,c,e,g}
{a,c,e,f}
{a,b,e,g}
{a,b,e,f}

/
/
/
/

{b,d,f,h}
{b,d,g,h}
{c,d,f,h}
{c,d,g,h}

Apparently there is a conventional Ms+Os threading for three blocks on six shafts. If we look at our
above draft for three fully independent blocks, and consider mapping back to six shafts
{a,b,c,d,e,f}, we might expect from the conventional four-shaft example above that we should
have mappings such as {g=a,h=d}:
abcdebcfabcd
T1T2T3:101010101010
T1T2R3:101010100011
T1R2T3:101000111010
T1R2R3:101000110011
R1T2T3:001110101010
R1T2R3:001110100011
R1R2T3:001100111010
R1R2R3:001100110011

{a,c,e} / {b,d,f}
{a,c,f} / {b,d,e}

{c,d,e} / {a,b,f}
{c,d,f} / {a,b,e}

The threading is then (for length-two or length-four weft floats):
B1:abcd
B2:
ebcf
B3:
abcd
B1:ababcdcd
B2:
ebebcfcf
B3:
ababcdcd
Is it possible to pick a different subspace of the N=3 code? For example, can we get the complement of
the one picked-out above? In fact, we see that we can do this simply by setting {g=d, h=a}:
abcdebcfdbca
T1T2R3:101010100011
T1R2R3:101000110011
R1T2T3:001110101010
R1R2T3:001100111010
The threading is likewise (for length-two or length-four weft floats):
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B1:abcd
B2:
ebcf
B3:
dbca
B1:ababcdcd
B2:
ebebcfcf
B3:
dbdbcaca

Drafting concatenated codes

We now return to considering “concatenated drafts” in the sense introduced at the beginning of this
post. If we look at the N=1 draft from above:
abcd
T1:1010 {a,c} / {b,d}
R1:0011 {c,d} / {a,b}
B1:abcd
we could proceed by saying that in the concatenation of this draft with itself, each end needs to be
assignable to both an inner shaft abcd and an outer shaft ABCD. This would lead to the threading,
B1:aA/bA/cA/dA/aB/bB/cB/dB/aC/bC/cC/dC/aD/bD/cD/dD → 0123456789ABCDEF

where we now introduce a hexadecimal shaft index for convenience. As for the treadling, if we treadle
for the outer code:
To:{A,C} → {aA,bA,cA,dA,aC,bC,cC,dC}
Ro:{C,D} → {aC,bC,cC,dC,aD,bD,cD,dD}

0123456789ABCDEF
To:1111000011110000 {0,1,2,3,8,9,A,B}
Ro:0000000011111111 {8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F}
If we instead treadle for the inner code:
Ti:{a,c} → {aA,aB,aC,aD,cA,cB,cC,cD}
Ri:{c,d} → {cA,cB,cC,cD,dA,dB,dC,dD}

0123456789ABCDEF
Ti:1010101010101010 {0,2,4,6,8,A,C,E}
Ri:0011001100110011 {2,3,6,7,A,B,E,F}
We thus see that with the given (straight) threading on sixteen shafts, it is possible to weave four
distinct code-words {To,Ro,Ti,Ri}. Does our concatenated code make efficient use of all those
shafts? In terms of the size of the code we recall that it should be possible to weave a code with four
words using the N=2 fully independent block code that fits on six shafts. In that code the minimum
Hamming distance is two, but on our concatenated code it is eight.
Before moving on to other examples, we note that none of the code-words that emerged from our
procedure of “concatenating drafts” actually correspond to what we might have thought of as the code
words obtained by concatenating the coding “scheme” at the code-word level:
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T:1010 → RTRT = 0011101000111010
R:0011 → TTRR = 1010101000110011

If for some reason we really want to design a draft for these particular code-words, we can start by
writing out the patterns on sixteen shafts:

0123456789ABCDEF
T=RTRT:0011101000111010
R=TTRR:1010101000110011
Because the Hamming distance is only four we can actually reduce this to a six-shaft draft:
abcdcbcbbbccebcf
T=RTRT:0011101000111010 {c,d,e} / {a,b,f}
R=TTRR:1010101000110011 {a,c,f} / {b,d,e}
B1:abcdcbcbbbccebcf
As an alternative approach we could start with the draft for four independent blocks on ten shafts and
reduce to the required two code-words:
abcdebcfgbchibcj
R1T2R3T4:0011101000111010
T1T2R3R4:1010101000110011
we see that we have g=f, h=e, i=d, j=a in both lines:
abcdebcffbcedbca
R1T2R3T4:0011101000111010 {c,d,e} / {a,b,f}
T1T2R3R4:1010101000110011 {a,c,e} / {b,d,f}
We thus have a threading on six shafts:
B1:abcdebcffbcedbca
It is interesting to note that this seems like a distinct draft, not related to the first one by permutation.

Next we consider concatenating N=1 (inner) with the conventional two-block Ms+Os draft (outer). The
corresponding threading would be:
B1:aA/bA/cA/dA/aB/bB/cB/dB/aC/bC/cC/dC/aD/bD/cD/dD → 0123456789ABCDEF
B2:aA/bA/cA/dA/aC/bC/cC/dC/aB/bB/cB/dB/aD/bD/cD/dD → 012389AB4567CDEF

If we treadle for the outer code:

TR: {A,C} → {aA,bA,cA,dA,aC,bC,cC,dC}
RT: {A,B} → {aA,bA,cA,dA,aB,bB,cB,dB}

0123456789ABCDEF 012389AB4567CDEF
TR:1111000011110000 1111111100000000 {0,1,2,3,8,9,A,B}
RT:1111111100000000 1111000011110000 {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7}
If instead we treadle for the inner code:
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T: {a,c} → {aA,aB,aC,aD,cA,cB,cC,cD}
R: {c,d} → {cA,cB,cC,cD,dA,dB,dC,dD}

0123456789ABCDEF 012389AB4567CDEF
T:1010101010101010 1010101010101010 {0,2,4,6,8,A,C,E}
R:0011001100110011 0011001100110011 {2,3,6,7,A,B,E,F}
We thus again obtain four distinct weavable code-words {T,R,TR,RT}. If we consider only B1 or B2
on its own, the minimum Hamming distance is four on words of length sixteen. If we consider B1 and
B2 together then the minimum distance is eight on words of length thirty-two; from a coding
perspective, it’s not immediately clear to me what the role of the second block is… Should we think of
this as the direct sum of two codes?
If we instead concatenate with the conventional two-block Ms+Os as inner:
B1:aA/bA/cA/dA/aB/bB/cB/dB/aC/bC/cC/dC/aD/bD/cD/dD → 0123456789ABCDEF
B2:aA/cA/bA/dA/aB/cB/bB/dB/aC/cC/bC/dC/aD/cD/bD/dD → 021346568A9BCEDF
If we treadle for the outer N=1 code:

T: {aA,bA,cA,dA,aC,bC,cC,dD} / {aB,bB,cB,dB,aD,bD,cD,dD}
R: {aC,bC,cC,dC,aD,bD,cD,dD} / {aA,bA,cA,dA,aB,bB,cB,dB}
0123456789ABCDEF 021346578A9BCEDF
T:1111000011110000 1111000011110000 {0,1,2,3,8,9,A,B}
R:0000000011111111 0000000011111111 {8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F}
and if we treadle for the inner code:
TR: {aA,aB,aC,aD,cA,cB,cC,cD} / {bA,bB,bC,bD,dA,dB,dC,dD}
RT: {aA,aB,aC,aD,bA,bB,bC,bD} / {cA,cB,cC,cD,dA,dB,dC,dD}
0123456789ABCDEF 021346578A9BCEDF
TR:1010101010101010 1100110011001100 {0,2,4,6,8,A,C,E}
RT:1100110011001100 1010101010101010 {0,1,4,5,8,9,C,D}
Again we arrive at our four orthogonal weave-able words {T,R,TR,RT} on thirty-two ends, which are
distinct from those obtained by concatenating the two codes in the other order. We note that with this
ordering, B1=B2 if we are treadling for the outer code, but not if we treadle for the inner code.
Just for reference in the following section, here is the N=2 code we derived above:
T1T2:10101010
T1R2:10100011
R1T2:00111010
R1R2:00110011
We proceed to consider concatenating N=1 (inner) with the fully-independent block code N=2 (outer).
Concatenating the threadings,
B1:aA/bA/cA/dA/aB/bB/cB/dB/aC/bC/cC/dC/aD/bD/cD/dD → 0123456789ABCDEF
B2:aE/bE/cE/dE/aB/bB/cB/dB/aC/bC/cC/dC/aF/bF/cF/dF → GHIJ456789ABKLMN
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If we treadle for the outer code:
T1T2:{A,C,E}
T1R2:{A,C,F}
R1T2:{C,D,E}
R1R2:{C,D,F}

→
→
→
→

{0,1,2,3,8,9,A,B,G,H,I,J}
{0,1,2,3,8,9,A,B,K,L,M,N}
{8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J}
{8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F,K,L,M,N}

0123456789ABCDEF
TT:1111000011110000
TR:1111000011110000
RT:0000000011111111
RR:0000000011111111

GHIJ456789ABKLMN
1111000011110000
0000000011111111
1111000011110000
0000000011111111

{0,1,2,3,8,9,A,B,G,H,I,J}
{0,1,2,3,8,9,A,B,K,L,M,N}
{8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J}
{8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F,K,L,M,N}

If we treadle for the inner code:
T:{a,c} → {0,4,8,C,G,K,2,6,A,E,I,M}
R:{c,d} → {2,6,A,E,I,M,3,7,B,F,J,N}

0123456789ABCDEF GHIJ456789ABKLMN
T:1010101010101010 1010101010101010 {0,2,4,6,8,A,C,E,G,I,K,M}
R:0011001100110011 0011001100110011 {2,3,6,7,A,B,E,F,I,J,M,N}

We thus obtain six weavable code-words {TT,TR,RT,RR,T,R} with minimum Hamming distance
four; the pair-wise Hamming distances however vary quite a bit.
What about concatenating N=2 (inner) with N=1 (outer)? The threadings will be:
B1:aA/bA/cA/dA/aB/bB/cB/dB/aC/bC/cC/dC/aD/bD/cD/dD → 01236789CDEFIJKL
B2:eA/bA/cA/fA/eB/bB/cB/fB/eC/bC/cC/fC/eD/bD/cD/fD → 4125A78BGDEHMJKN
If we treadle for the inner code:
T1T2:{a,c,e}
T1R2:{a,c,f}
R1T2:{c,d,e}
R1R2:{c,d,f}

→
→
→
→

{0,6,C,I,2,8,E,K,4,A,G,M}
{0,6,C,I,2,8,E,K,5,B,H,N}
{2,8,E,K,3,9,F,L,4,A,G,M}
{2,8,E,K,3,9,F,L,5,B,H,N}

If we treadle for the outer code:
T:{A,C} → {0,1,2,3,4,5,C,D,E,F,G,H}
R:{C,D} → {C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L,M,N}
We thus obtain the following code words:
0123456789ABCDEF
T:1111110000001111
R:0000000000001111
TT:1010101010101010
TR:1010011010011010
RT:0011100011100011
RR:0011100011100011

GHIJ456789ABKLMN
1100110000000000
1111000000001111
1010101010101010
0110011010011001
1000100011101110
1000100011101101
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{0,1,2,3,4,5,C,D,E,F,G,H}
{C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L,M,N}
{0,2,4,6,8,A,C,E,G,I,K,M}
{0,2,5,6,8,B,C,E,H,I,K,N}
{2,3,4,8,9,A,E,F,G,K,L,M}
{2,3,5,8,9,B,E,F,H,K,L,N}
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In terms of the code-words that would result from concatenating N=1 (inner) with N=2 (outer) at the
code-word level:
T1T2:RTRTRTRT
T1R2:RTRTTTRR
R1T2:TTRRRTRT
R1R2:TTRRTTRR

→
→
→
→

00111010001110100011101000111010
00111010001110101010101000110011
10101010001100110011101000111010
10101010001100111010101000110011

We note that the minimum Hamming distance is here four.

Simultaneous drafts

We turn now to something slightly different, actually more in line with the spirit of how this
investigation began. We’ll keep the approach to assigning shafts and treadles in a combination of two
drafts, but rather than concatenating the threadings we’ll try to make them simultaneous.
To see what that means, consider a combination of the N=1 independent block code (inner) and the
conventional two-block Ms+Os draft (outer). Each requires four shafts and is threaded (minimally) in
blocks of four ends. When concatenating the threadings we did this:
Bi:abcd
B1:ABCD →
→
B2:ACBD →
→

aA/bA/cA/dA/aB/bB/cB/dB/aC/bC/cC/dC/aD/bD/cD/dD
0123456789ABCDEF
aA/bA/cA/dA/aC/bC/cC/dC/aB/bB/cB/dB/aD/bD/cD/dD
012389AB4567CDEF

We thus ended up with blocks of length sixteen. To make the drafts simultaneous we do the following:

B1:aA/bB/cC/dD
B2:aA/bC/cB/dD
Since we only use six distinct shafts it seems natural to assign the final threading as:
aA=a, bB=b, cC=c, dD=d, bC=e, cB=f
B1:abcd
B2:
aefd
The treadlings are then:
T:
R:
TR:
RT:

{a,c}
{c,d}
{A,C}
{A,B}

abcd
T: 1001
R: 0011
TR:1010
RT:1100

→
→
→
→

aefd
1010
0011
1100
1010

{aA,cB,cC}
{cB,cC,dD}
{aA,bC,cC}
{aA,bB,cB}

→
→
→
→

{a,d,f}
{c,d,f}
{a,c,e}
{a,b,f}

{a,d,f}
{c,d,f}
{a,c,e}
{a,b,f}
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Of course we recognize here that we have arrived at a draft that is an alternative version of the fully
independent N=2 code.
Next a straight threaded herringbone draft (inner) and the N=2 code (outer):
B1:ABCD → aA/bB/cC/dD
B2:EBCF → aE/bB/cC/dF
1i:
2i:
3i:
4i:
TT:
TR:
RT:
RR:

{a,b} →
{c,d} →
{b,c} →
{a,d} →
{A,C,E}
{A,C,F}
{C,D,E}
{C,D,F}

{aA,aE,bB}
{cC,dD,dF}
{bB,cC}
{aA,aE,dD,dF}
→ {aA,cC,aE}
→ {aA,cC,dF}
→ {cC,dD,aE}
→ {cC,dD,dF}

This still only requires six shafts: aA=a, bB=b, cC=c, dD=d, aE=e, dF=f
1i:
2i:
3i:
4i:
TT:
TR:
RT:
RR:

abcd
1100
0011
0110
1001
1010
1010
0011
0011

ebcf
1100
0011
0110
1001
1010
0011
1010
0011

{a,b,e}
{c,d,f}
{b,c}
{a,d,e,f}
{a,c,e}
{a,c,f}
{c,d,e}
{c,d,f}

Note that the tabby pair for RR coincides with 2i/1i, so a total of ten treadles covers the full draft.
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If we want weft floats of length four for the N=2, however:
Bi:abcdabcd
B1:ABABCDCD → aA/bB/cA/dB/aC/bD/cC/dD
B2:EBEBCFCF → aE/bB/cE/dB/aC/bF/cC/dF

aA=a, bB=b, cA=c, dB=d, aC=e, bD=f, cC=g, dD=h, aE=i, cE=j, bF=k, dF=l
aA=a, aC=e, aE=i, bB=b, bD=f, bF=k, cA=c, cC=g, cE=j, dB=d, dD=h, dF=l
aA=a, cA=c, bB=b, dB=d, aC=e, cC=g, bD=f, dD=h, aE=i, cE=j, bF=k, dF=l
B1:abcdefgh
B2:ibjdekgl
Hence we see that this appears to require twelve shafts. Looking at the treadling:
1i:
2i:
3i:
4i:
TT:
TR:
RT:
RR:

{a,b} →
{c,d} →
{b,c} →
{a,d} →
{A,C,E}
{A,C,F}
{C,D,E}
{C,D,F}

abcdefgh
1i:11001100
2i:00110011
3i:01100110
4i:10011001
TT:10101010
TR:10101010
RT:00001111
RR:00001111

{aA,aC,aE,bB,bD,bF} →
{cA,cC,cE,dB,dD,dF} →
{bB,bD,bF,cA,cC,cE} →
{aA,aC,aE,dB,dD,dF} →
→ {aA,cA,aC,cC,aE,cE}
→ {aA,cA,aC,cC,bF,dF}
→ {aC,cC,bD,dD,aE,cE}
→ {aC,cC,bD,dD,bF,dF}
ibjdekgl
11001100
00110011
01100110
10011001
10101010
00001111
10101010
00001111

{a,e,i,b,f,k}
{c,g,j,d,h,l}
{b,f,k,c,g,j}
{a,e,i,d,h,l}
→ {a,c,e,g,i,j}
→ {a,c,e,g,k,l}
→ {e,g,f,h,i,j}
→ {e,g,f,h,k,l}

{a,b,e,f,i,k}
{c,d,g,h,j,l}
{b,c,f,g,j,k}
{a,d,e,h,i,l}
{a,c,e,g,i,j}
{a,c,e,g,k,l}
{e,f,g,h,i,j}
{e,f,g,h,k,l}

This time there aren’t any obvious redundancies so the full draft appears to require twelve treadles.
How can we tell whether this is reducible to a smaller number of shafts? It would seem that in the
treadling pattern we should be able to compare columns of the binary “matrix” with repeated shafts
(and equivalent or complementary treadles) removed:
abcdefghijkl
110011001010
011001100110
101010101100
101010100011
000011111100
000011110011
If there are any equal columns, then those shafts (if different) can be collapsed. I don’t see any here.
If we try instead the herringbone with the conventional two-block Ms+Os:
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Bi:abcdabcd
B1:ABABCDCD → aA/bB/cA/dB/aC/bD/cC/dD
B2:ACACBDBD → aA/bC/cA/dC/aB/bD/cB/dD

aA=a, bB=b, cA=c, dB=d, aC=e, bD=f, cC=g, dD=h, bC=i, dC=j, aB=k, cB=l
aA=a, aC=e, aB=k, bB=b, bD=f, bC=i, cA=c, cC=g, cB=l, dB=d, dD=h, dC=j
aA=a, cA=c, bB=b, dB=d, aB=k, cB=l, aC=e, cC=g, bC=i, dC=j, bD=f, dD=h
So this doesn’t look any better…
We are left to ponder the question, what makes drafts “compatible” or “similar” in a way that enables
them to be combined simultaneously with a small price of additional shafts?

Equivalent and similar drafts/threadings

We might start by asking, what makes two drafts equivalent? This turns out to lead us to a useful
perspective on what makes two patterns more or less compatible, in terms of the difficulty of finding a
threading that can be treadled for both. In the next, inset section, I address these questions using just a
bit of linear algebra notation; if you aren’t interested you can skip to the regular text below.

Let the number of ends in the threading pattern be 𝐸𝐸, the number of treadles 𝑇𝑇, and the
number of shafts 𝑆𝑆. Then the threading is defined by a 𝑆𝑆 × 𝐸𝐸 binary, left-stochastic
(columns summing to unity with non-negative entries) matrix 𝐻𝐻, and the tie-up is defined
by a binary 𝑆𝑆 × 𝑇𝑇 matrix 𝑈𝑈. The lift set achievable by a draft (𝐻𝐻, 𝑈𝑈) is then given by the
𝑇𝑇 × 𝐸𝐸 matrix
𝐿𝐿 = 𝑈𝑈 𝑇𝑇 𝐻𝐻, 𝐿𝐿𝑇𝑇 = 𝐻𝐻 𝑇𝑇 𝑈𝑈.

In order for a draft (𝐻𝐻2 , 𝑈𝑈2 ) to be equivalent to a draft (𝐻𝐻1 , 𝑈𝑈1 ) they must generate the
same lift set. Thus if 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿 is a 𝑇𝑇 × 𝑇𝑇 permutation matrix,
𝑈𝑈2𝑇𝑇 𝐻𝐻2 = 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿 𝑈𝑈1𝑇𝑇 𝐻𝐻1 .

Now that we have established a simple condition for equivalence of drafts, we can ask a
more subtle question about equivalence of threadings—given a draft (𝐻𝐻1 , 𝑈𝑈1 ) can we
find a condition on 𝐻𝐻2 such that there exists a 𝑈𝑈2 for which (𝐻𝐻2 , 𝑈𝑈2 ) is equivalent to
(𝐻𝐻1 , 𝑈𝑈1 )?
First we note that since every permutation matrix is invertible, we can write our draft
equivalence condition as
𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿−1 𝑈𝑈2𝑇𝑇 𝐻𝐻2 = 𝑈𝑈1𝑇𝑇 𝐻𝐻1 .

Since we want to arrive at a condition on H2 such that a draft-equivalence-establishing 𝑈𝑈2
exists, we can just absorb 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿−1 into 𝑈𝑈2𝑇𝑇 . Hence we can say that a binary left-stochastic
matrix 𝐻𝐻2 admits an equivalent draft to (𝐻𝐻1 , 𝑈𝑈1 ) if and only if there exists a binary matrix
𝑈𝑈2 such that
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𝑈𝑈2𝑇𝑇 𝐻𝐻2 = 𝐿𝐿1 = 𝑈𝑈1𝑇𝑇 𝐻𝐻1 .

Note that in this condition, the parameters 𝐸𝐸2 = 𝐸𝐸1 and 𝑇𝑇2 = 𝑇𝑇1 but in principle 𝑆𝑆2 can
be different from 𝑆𝑆1 . For example, any draft (𝐻𝐻1 , 𝑈𝑈1 ) can be converted to straight
threading, at the cost of increasing the number of shafts to equal 𝐸𝐸. Let the straightthreaded draft be (𝐻𝐻1∗ , 𝑈𝑈1∗ ) with parameters 𝐸𝐸1∗ = 𝐸𝐸1 , 𝑇𝑇1∗ = 𝑇𝑇1 , and 𝑆𝑆1∗ = 𝐸𝐸1 . Then
(𝑈𝑈1∗ )𝑇𝑇 = 𝑈𝑈1𝑇𝑇 𝐻𝐻1 , 𝑈𝑈1∗ = 𝐿𝐿𝑇𝑇1 ,

where we have set 𝐻𝐻1∗ = 𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸 , the 𝐸𝐸 × 𝐸𝐸 identity matrix.

We next consider the shaft dimension 𝑠𝑠(𝐿𝐿), defined as the number of distinct columns
that appear in the matrix 𝐿𝐿. As the columns of 𝐿𝐿 are binary vectors of length 𝑇𝑇, we
should have
𝑠𝑠(𝐿𝐿) ≤ min(𝐸𝐸, 2𝑇𝑇 ).

Given 𝐿𝐿, we can construct a draft (𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠 , 𝑈𝑈𝑠𝑠 ) with 𝑆𝑆 = 𝑠𝑠(𝐿𝐿) and
𝐿𝐿 = 𝑈𝑈𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇 𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠 ,

where 𝑈𝑈𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇 is a 𝑇𝑇 × 𝑠𝑠(𝐿𝐿) matrix whose columns are the distinct columns of 𝐿𝐿 and the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ
column of Hs is a “basis” vector (with a single unit entry and the rest zero) that selects
the column of 𝑈𝑈𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇 that coincides with the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ column of 𝐿𝐿.

It would seem to follow that the minimum number of shafts required for a draft that can
produce all the lifts of two patterns 𝐿𝐿1 and 𝐿𝐿2 is
𝐿𝐿
𝑆𝑆12 = 𝑠𝑠 � 1 �,
𝐿𝐿2

where the notation indicates that matrices 𝐿𝐿1 and 𝐿𝐿2 should be stacked vertically to form
the combined lift set.

So it turns out that the critical “summary” of a pattern that we can use to construct or combine drafts is
what I call the lift set, which is simply the grid of ones and zeros that we have been considering when
looking at threadings and treadlings, above. For example, when we were constructing the N=3
independent block code with weft-floats of length two:
abcdebcfgbch
T1T2T3:101010101010
T1T2R3:101010100011
T1R2T3:101000111010
T1R2R3:101000110011
R1T2T3:001110101010
R1T2R3:001110100011
R1R2T3:001100111010
R1R2R3:001100110011

{a,c,e,g}
{a,c,e,h}
{a,c,f,g}
{a,c,f,h}
{c,d,e,g}
{c,d,e,h}
{c,d,f,g}
{c,d,f,h}

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

{b,d,f,h}
{b,d,f,g}
{b,d,e,h}
{a,b,e,g}
{a,b,f,h}
{a,b,f,g}
{a,b,e,h}
{a,b,e,g}
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The yellow-highlighted binary grid is the lift set for this draft. What I’m calling the shaft dimension of a
lift set is the number of distinct columns that appear in the grid—in this case since we have a threading
indication above the lift set we can see that its shaft dimension is eight (abcdefgh), but if I gave you
just a lift set you would have to analyze it to identify all the repeated columns. If we want to work
backwards from a lift set to a draft (threading and tie-up), the minimum number of shafts required for
the draft is equal to the shaft dimension of the lift set. If we want to construct a combined draft for two
simultaneous patterns (i.e., a single threading that can be treadled for either pattern), the minimum
number of shafts required is the shaft dimension of their combined lift sets. Lift sets are combined by
stacking them vertically on top of one another, as we will illustrate in some examples below.
Let’s start with the lift set for the conventional Ms+Os with weft floats of length four:
ababcdcd
TR:10101010
01010101
RT:11110000
00001111

acacbdbd
11110000
00001111
10101010
01010101

{a,c}
{b,d}
{a,b}
{c,d}

If we now append the lift set for a straight draft herringbone:
abcdabcd
1i:11001100
2i:00110011
3i:01100110
4i:10011001

abcdabcd
11001100
00110011
01100110
10011001

{a,b}
{c,d}
{b,c}
{a,d}

We end up with a stacked lift set of height T=8 and width E=16:
01234567
TR:10101010
01010101
RT:11110000
00001111
1i:11001100
2i:00110011
3i:01100110
4i:10011001

89ABCDEF
11110000
00001111
10101010
01010101
11001100
00110011
01100110
10011001

Here the columns are indexed by a hexadecimal numeral at the top. (Also we have included the
complementary treadles for the tabbies but these are actually redundant for the purposes of
determining shaft dimension.) We see that
0=8, 2=A, 5=D, 7=F
We conclude that the shaft dimension of the combined lift set is twelve; above (in the Simultaneous
Drafts section) we came to a similar conclusion regarding the combination of these two drafts.
If we instead look at the lift set of the fully independent N=2 code with length-two weft floats:
0123 4567
TT:1010 1010
TR:1010 0011
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RT:0011 1010
RR:0011 0011
We have T=8 and E=8. We notice that the columns of L are such that 1=5 and 2=6, so the shaft
dimension is six (as we already know). If we stack on the herringbone lift set:
0123
TT:1010
TR:1010
RT:0011
RR:0011
1i:1100
2i:0011
3i:0110
4i:1001

4567
1010
0011
1010
0011
1100
0011
0110
1001

we see that miraculously still 1=5 and 2=6 so the shaft dimension has not increased! The threading can
thus remain just that of the N=2 code.
We thus seem to have a sort of answer for our original question of what makes two drafts
“compatible”—it has to do with not increasing the shaft dimension by too much when the lift sets are
stacked. Hence, the two lift sets should respect each other’s column-repeat structures as much as
possible. Obviously in some cases there may be a “block freedom” to move around parts of patterns,
which could help to minimize the shaft dimension of the combination.
As a further exercise we consider constructing a draft for something like Ms+Os but using a 1/3 twill in
place of the rib weave:
TT:1010
T1:1010
T2:0101
T3:1010
T4:0101
1T:1000
2T:0100
3T:0010
4T:0001
11:1000
22:0100
33:0010
44:0001

1010
1000
0100
0010
0001
1010
0101
1010
0101
1000
0100
0010
0001

Note that we have omitted a redundant tabby-complement for TT from the lift set. It appears that the
shaft dimension is eight for this lift set. In fact, we can see that the full shaft dimension is set by just the
subset of treadles for weaving one block as tabby and the other twill:
T1:1010
T2:0101
T3:1010
T4:0101
1T:1000

1000
0100
0010
0001
1010
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2T:0100 0101
3T:0010 1010
4T:0001 0101
Since we already have 𝑠𝑠(𝐿𝐿) = 𝐸𝐸 at this point, we can add any extra treadles we want without increasing
the shaft dimension of the lift set (as long as we don’t increase the length of the pattern).
Next consider this lift set for a point-threaded 2/2 twill on eight ends:

01234567
1:10011100
2:00110110
3:01100011
4:11001001
We note the column repeats 0=4, 1=7, 2=6, 3=5, such that the shaft dimension is four (as we know).
If we consider composing this with a four-float rib weave pattern to make something like
complementary Ms+Os:
1R:10011100
2R:00110110
3R:01100011
4R:11001001
R1:11110000
R2:00001111
R3:11110000
R4:00001111

11110000
00001111
11110000
00001111
10011100
00110110
01100011
11001001

Here the rib weave completely breaks the repeat structure of the point-threaded twill and the shaft
dimension for the combined draft is sixteen. The details of this however suggest that we might try
composing the point-threaded twill with a tabby:
01234567
1T:10011100
2T:00110110
3T:01100011
4T:11001001
T1:10101010
T2:01010101
T3:10101010
T4:01010101

89ABCDEF
10101010
01010101
10101010
01010101
10011100
00110110
01100011
11001001

Since the tabby lift set is strictly odd/even alternating, it does not break the repeat structure of the
point-threaded twill, hence 0=4, 1=7, 2=6, 3=5, 8=C, 9=F, A=E, B=D, so the shaft
dimension is eight. The full draft would thus be:
abcdadcb
1T:10011100
2T:00110110
3T:01100011
4T:11001001
T1:10101010

efghehgf
10101010
01010101
10101010
01010101
10011100

{a,d,e,g}
{c,d,f,h}
{b,c,e,g}
{a,b,f,h}
{a,c,e,h}
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T2:01010101 00110110 {b,d,g,h}
T3:10101010 01100011 {a,c,f,g}
T4:01010101 11001001 {b,d,e,f}

In retrospect this is perhaps an obvious threading to achieve such blocks, but it is nice to know that it
couldn’t be done on fewer shafts. Of course we can also add an overall tabby pair to the treadles, and
take advantage of different patterns from the twill lifts, to get twill islands floating in a tabby sea:
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From the above we might wonder whether any draft with an odd-even threading can be composed in
blocks with tabby, on twice the original number of shafts. Of course any odd-even threading supports a
uniform tabby weave—I am thinking for example of overshot patterns—but did it matter that the point
threaded twill we considered above was tromp as writ and thus odd-even treadling? On one hand, the
column repeat structure of a lift set doesn’t change if we simply re-order the rows. However, for the
complementary blocks above it did matter that the treadling sequence for the point twill is strictly oddeven alternating because this let us get away without adding two complementary tabby treadles per
twill treadle. But finally, as we realized above that adding strictly complementary rows into a lift set
doesn’t spoil the column repeat pattern, we should be able to make complementary tabby blocks for an
overshot no problem.
Consider the following overshot (“Trellis” page 116 of Anne Dixon’s book, the Handweaver’s Pattern
Directory) which follows an odd-even alternating threading and also has a quasi-midpoint reflection
symmetry like the point threaded twill we considered above:
0123
T:1010
1:0011
2:1001
3:1100
4:0110

4567
1010
1100
0110
0011
1001

89AB
1010
1101
0111
0010
1000

CDEF
1010
0010
1000
1101
0111

GHIJ
1010
0101
1111
1010
0000

KLMN
1010
1001
0011
0110
1100

OPQR
1010
1110
0100
0001
1011

Here the columns are broken into groups of four just for readability. If we look at the repeat structure:
0=6=A=C=G=I=M
1=7=F=L=R
2=4=8=E=K=O=Q
3=5=9=B=H=J=N=P
0123
T:1010
1:0011
2:1001
3:1100
4:0110

4567
1010
1100
0110
0011
1001

89AB
1010
1101
0111
0010
1000

CDEF
1010
0010
1000
1101
0111

GHIJ
1010
0101
1111
1010
0000

KLMN
1010
1001
0011
0110
1100

OPQR
1010
1110
0100
0001
1011

We see from this that the repeated columns do respect an odd-even symmetry, so let’s try composing in
blocks with tabby:
0123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR
TT:1010101010101010101010101010
1T:0011110011010010010110011110
2T:1001011001111000111100110100
3T:1100001100101101101001100001
4T:0110100110000111000011001011
T1:1010101010101010101010101010
T2:1010101010101010101010101010
T3:1010101010101010101010101010
T4:1010101010101010101010101010

1010101010101010101010101010
1010101010101010101010101010
1010101010101010101010101010
1010101010101010101010101010
1010101010101010101010101010
0011110011010010010110011110
1001011001111000111100110100
1100001100101101101001100001
0110100110000111000011001011
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Looking at this it becomes clear that the tabby blocks don’t spoil the repeat pattern of the overshot; we
just need to double the number of shafts (from the original four of the overshot) so that we can pick TO
versus OT, exactly as with the point twill. The visualization below includes a structural tabby.

Next we consider combining a twenty-end overshot pattern (“Three small overshots” page 125 of Dixon)
with two repeats of a ten-end point threaded 2/2 twill (page 80 of Dixon):
0123456789
T1:1100100110
T2:0110001100
T3:0011011001
T4:1001110011
Ot:0101010101
O1:0011100100
O2:0110110001
O3:1100011011
O4:1001001110

ABCDEFGHIJ
1100100110
0110001100
0011011001
1001110011
0101010101
1001001110
1100011011
0110110001
0011100100

0=8=E, 1=B, 2=G, 3=D, 4=A=I, 5=9=F=J, 6=C, 7=H
It would thus appear that we can thread this on eight shafts:
abcdefghaf
T1:1100100110
T2:0110001100
T3:0011011001
T4:1001110011
Ot:0101010101
O1:0011100100

ebgdafchef
1100100110
0110001100
0011011001
1001110011
0101010101
1001001110

{a,b,e,h}
{b,c,g,h}
{c,d,f,g}
{a,d,e,f}
{b,d,f,h}
{c,d,e,h}
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O2:0110110001 1100011011 {b,c,e,f}
O3:1100011011 0110110001 {a,b,f,g}
O4:1001001110 0011100100 {a,d,g,h}
In the visualization below I omit the structural tabby to help bring out the overshot patterns with more
contrast.

I note in passing that the woven samples on page 125 of Dixon do not seem to correspond to the drafts
presented.
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